Academy in Clinical Sciences and Innovation

Clinical Trial Operations Program

Your Future in Clinical Trial Operations

Do you want to Start, Change or Relaunch your career?

We offer a unique real-world learning experience with a 2-year program in Clinical Trial Operations within an international pharmaceutical research environment.

GET STARTED
Get ready with the basics: Introduction to the pharmaceutical industry and the end to end clinical trial process, study design and trial types

BUILD AND DEVELOP
Develop specific skills and apply them: Learn by doing and deliver on assigned tasks

IMMERSE
Use your knowledge: Increase your responsibilities with assignments in cross-functional teams

What's in it for you

You get the opportunity to gain foundational knowledge of Clinical Trial Operations and learn to design, execute and report clinical trials

- with training and mentoring by clinical trial operations experts
- through insights across all clinical focus areas
- by experiencing clinical trial operations hands-on
- supported by a community of fellows and mentors

About Clinical Sciences & Innovation

CS&I dynamically plans, executes and oversees clinical trials across the Translational Medicine portfolio worldwide

>260 clinical trials in over 40 countries across 8 therapeutic areas

>180 associates across 5 global locations

9 Focus Areas
- Trial Management
- Feasibility
- Study Budget
- Patient Centricity
- Document Management
- Data Visualizations
- Clinical Pharmacology
- Clinical Strategy & Systems
- Operational Excellence

Interested? Contact us!

Switzerland: csi-academy.basel@novartis.com
US: csi-academy.cambridge@novartis.com
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